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1. Introduction
The Wolf Pack ($PACK) is a token created to make fun of other meme-coins
promoting get rich quick schemes or shallow value adds that never get delivered. As a
fully functioning token, we’ve built in features to highlight how silly other tokens
structures are, and with transparency and skill we plan to highlight just how easy and
fun this space should be. As a token, $PACK is a decentralised platform designed to
bring the benefits of reflection mechanics to the people of the world. $PACK award
holders in Binance Pegged (BUSD) at an earning rate of 10% with the only additional
taxes key to supporting the ongoing community.
$PACK are intended to be held by the purchaser as a joke. It does nothing, technically,
but you can reap the rewards in pegged BUSD called ‘reflections’.
All price actions (buy and or sell) result in the same rewards.
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2. Comment
$PACK rewards holders with BUSD reflections. The wallet is automatically transferred to
your $PACK wallet every 60 minutes.
$PACK has a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 coins of which 50% will be burned
before public launch.
With every transaction conducted 2% are automatically transferred to the PancakeSwap liquidity pool. $PACK also maintains a buy-back reserve from where the tokens are converted into BNB and securely locked and stored in the $PACK contract. The
Anti-Whale system in place also discourages whales by limiting the sale amount to a
maximum of 0.125% of the total supply.
The contract is coded so that the BNB in the reserves are unable to be withdrawn and
can only be used to buy back $PACK coins from the open market.
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3. $PACK Values
We are a meme
We are
Light hearted, witty, and cheeky.
Self aware of who and what we are
We are not
Taking ourselves too seriously
To our community
A transparent and honest team
We are Commited
We are
Dedicated to The Wolf Pack and providing long-term support
We are not
Looking to make a quick buck
To our community
In it with them for the long haul
We are a Pack
We are
Inclusive to everyone
Standing up for and supporting our own
Showing love and acceptance through insults
We are not
Mean spirited
Punching Down
To our community
A place they are welcome and accepted
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Telegram
$PACK telegram page will be online 24/7 and is there to help all holders with the
chance for discussion and or any issues that may occur. $PACK admin or owners on
the TELEGRAM or any other social media page will never Direct Message (DM) you for
any purpose whatsoever. If you ever come across suspicious activity, please advise
admin in our Telegram group so they can be deleted from all of our social activity
accounts. $PACK aim to answer as many questions as possible in our social media
platforms. We feel that an ongoing presence in social media helps to provide holders
with any updates required.
$PACK aim to involve people from all over the world. It is our aim to offer specialised
telegram channels for our foreign community members.
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4. Token Features
BUSD REFLECTIONS:
All holders of $PACK will receive the automatic BUSD reflection rewards in your wallet.
10% of every buy and sell transaction is redistributed accordingly. Alternatively, you can
claim your rewards manually in our dApp dashboard after completion.
FOR TRUST WALLET:
Click on the top right hand for ‘Options” and search for BUSD.
Enable BINANCE-PEG BUSD (BEP20)
FOR METAMASK WALLET:
Click on Assets, scroll to the bottom and click “Import Tokens”
Copy and paste the BUSD Token Address:
0xe9e7cea3dedca5984780bafc599bd69add087d56
LIQUIDITY POOL:
2% of every single buy and sell transactions are converted into liquidity for Pancakeswap. Pancake swap fixes the low liquidity problems of DEX’s through the liquidity
Pool mechanism. The bigger the liquidity pool will ensure more stability to your $PACK

PARTY WALLET (PARTY POT):
2% of every buy and sell transaction are automatically added to the Party Pot. The tokens collected from the fees are then converted into BNB and securely locked for The
Wolf Pack parties and partnerships. VIP tickets to festivals? Premium access for Wolf
Pack NFT holders? Flights, accommodation & spending money? Life is to be lived.
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5. Token Allocation
Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,000 $PACK
Burn: 50%
Presale & Liquidity: 40%
Marketing: 5%
Team: 4%
Partners: 1%

6. Transaction Fees
16% transaction fees for buys:

16% transaction fees for sells:

•10% Rewards to Holders (BUSD)

•10% rewards to Holders (BUSD)

•2% add to Liquidity

•2% add to Liquidity

•2% Marketing

•2% Marketing

•2% Party Pot

•2% Party Pot

4. $PACK Roadmap
Q4 2021:
Research & Concepting
Contract build
Quality Audit & KYC
Generate V1 website
Socials (Telegram, Twitter, Reddit and Facebook pages)
Pink sale pre-sale
Pink sale launch
Listing on Coingecko and Coinmarketcap (CMC)
Partner with influencers around the globe
First PACK NFT giveaway. 1:1 Limited Edition
EOY Wolf Party Packs - Where you at? Where you partying? Party Pack
Giveaways.
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Q1 2022:
Increased marketing spends on Crypto and Social Channels
List on more exchanges.
10,000 Telegram members - 2500 Holders
Limited Edition: The Wolf Pack 1:1 NFT Collection
- Genesis holder incentives + Partnerships
The Wolf Pack Merch
- Pants at a time like this?
Charity Donation: Save the Wolves & Men’s Health
Q2 & Q3 2022:
Major Project: The Wolf Pack Web3 Ecosystem - NFT + MetaVerse Project
• The Wolf Pack Night Out
• 7777 Fully unique, TWP NFT’s
• Holders gain access to exclusive privileges.
• Partnerships, sponsorships, and more to be announced!
Donation videos
Website redesign to update to current project status
BNB giveaways to be won
Q4 2022:
New Roadmap for Q4 2022 and beyond is launched.
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4. $PACK Roadmap
Locked Liquidity
Initial liquidity will be locked in for a minimum of 365 days to provide holders with
peace of mind that the token can always be traded.
A trusted third party, PINKSALE, will act as an intermediary to ensure that all BNB committed is locked in a secure locker for the entire time period.
Contract Audit and KYC
Further to our efforts of transparency and security, a full audit has been completed with
TECH RATE and is available for viewing on The Wolf Pack website.
The AUDIT confirms there are no High, Medium or Low severity issues within the contract.
KYC verification has been purchased and will be available before, or shortly after
launch.
The token contract is verified and available for viewing on bscscan.
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